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This study explored the use of Reading Circles with assigned graded readers that university students (N = 89)
in an intermediate-level integrated skills course found to be of varying levels of interest. Following learner level
appropriate reading completed outside of class, participants reported on their attitude toward the book discussion
and Reading Circle role in terms of enjoyment, ease, nervousness, and usefulness for language study. Results showed
no significant difference in these elements between the books found to be more interesting and the less interesting
stories. These findings suggested that collaborative learning experiences such as Reading Circles can have value in
bringing independent out-of-class reading of assigned graded readers into meaningful classroom activities with little
import whether the books were rated as high or low interest titles.
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Results and Discussion
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of comments for pre-reading lack of interest in the

participant attitudes toward Reading Circles were

six titles students were assigned for this project (see
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It was the intention of this study to explore this area
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Given that no difference was found in the attitudes
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uninteresting books, it would seem that collaboration

for Reading Circle discussions with interesting and
with classmates in these interactive, post-reading

The following questions were explored: (1) Among the

tasks may trigger situational interest and be seen as a

Reading Circle roles, do students’ attitudes identify
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one making them nervous? (2) What are students’
attitudes toward the experience of Reading Circles

Conclusion

using interesting versus uninteresting graded readers?
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reading in Reading Circle roles. The results for these
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2nd-year, intermediate-level, university EFL students
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showed no significant difference on the dimensions
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